OF THE ANCIENT ENGLISH TONGUE.

Analysed. Extended, stretched out.
Augon, or Atgon. Drawn.
Arritten, Written.
Arurpen, or Aourpen. Thrown or cast.
We call in some parts of England a mule, a Mould-warp, which is a much to say, as a calm earth, and when planks or boards are away we say they call, or they warpe. And warp, anciently hand warpe, took that name, as is said, of hands being there cut off and cast into the river of Skeld.
Auld, or Auld. Welded. Or managed by strength.
Aurugub. Accursed, also strangled or throttled, whereof we yet have the word Wurried.
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Bald, it also signifies swift or sudden.
Berne. A barren, for the keeping of Corn.
Bobbe, or gebbe, or hebd. Bidden or commanded.
Bobbell, Commandments.
Beliriged. Buried. See Biring.
Berti. Embraced.
Bend or Gub. Prayer. Gebabun, Prayers. Hereof cometh the name of Beads (they being made to pray on) as also of Beadsmen.
Bead. Going on Pilgrimage.
Begon. Beyond.
Biff. Bee-est, as, thou art.
Belabud. Betrayed. We yet call a naughty person, a lewd fellow, which by the right signification of the Word, is a much to say as a truthful or pernicious fellow.
Belabun, or Belaubun. Laid, or fast-shut.
Beadun, Bands.
Bejeft, or Behegh, Promised.
Benn. A tree, we use the name now for the tree, when it is squared out, calling it a Beame of timber, whereby is meant a tree for building, for timbrellas in our old English, is building.
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